
A new way of taking notes

Sonocent Audio Notetaker is a comprehensive study tool which enables students to get more from their classes 
and lectures. The software was designed to make note taking and studying as simple as possible for anyone. 
It does this by making speech from audio recordings as easy to use as text. We believe that for the majority of 
students, Audio Notetaker can help students create the best notes ever.

Often people take notes in class, not as part of a study process, 
but to simply capture the information. This is because you 
only get to hear it once. Furthermore, most students struggle to 
write down everything that’s important. This approach to note 
taking is not very effective and impossible for some students. 
Audio Notetaker solves this problem.

Audio Notetaker visualizes each phrase as a bar.

@audionotetaker
�.com/audionotetaker

www.sonocent.com/audionotetaker

Audio Notetaker

When reading, many people use a 
highlighter to   make a note of the key parts. 
It’s a great way of studying because you can 
come back and take the time to think and 
engage with the material,   which is key to 
learning.

Record your class with our free app or on 
your computer and use color highlighting 
to mark the bits you think are important, just 
like you would with a book. It’s easy to come 
back to those moments later.

You can add presentation slides, 
images and PDF documents and 
also type text alongside your audio. 
Take the time to engage with the 
information and take great notes.
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Sonocent Audio Notetaker can help any student take better notes. 
But we believe it especially makes a difference for those students who have...

•  difficulties taking hand-written notes
•  poor working memory or concentration issues
•  difficulties hearing the speaker
•  poor organization and time management
•  different learning styles
•  and those who take distance learning courses

Who uses it?

Why use it?
Never miss a �ing
Your whole lecture is recorded and easily accessible.

Increased productivity
Slides, text, links, audio and color annotations are all in 
one place and easy to find with Audio Notetaker’s 
search tools. For some students, Audio Notetaker 
allows them to take better notes faster.

Focus on lecture information, not 
scrambling to multi-task
It’s too easy to be distracted by trying to capture notes. 
Audio Notetaker allows you to focus on listening and 
understanding.

Active learning 
Empowers a student to “think” about the lecture and 
create meaning via annotation. A student can 
individualize lecture notes/recordings, thus creating 
multiple connections to in-class material. 

Portability
Record and annotate with your iPhone or iPad using 
our free iOS app, create your notes on your laptop then 
export to iTunes to review on the move.

Independence
Some students rely on note takers or classmates for 
their notes. Audio Notetaker gives students the ability 
to be in control of their own learning.

The new companion app for Sonocent Audio Notetaker

Record anywhere, anytime 
No need to bring a laptop or a digital voice recorder, just use your iPhone, 
iPad or iPod Touch. 

Annotate while recording
Add text, take photos and highlight important parts with color.

Foolproof organization 
Tag your recording with title, topic and speaker. 

Easy upload
Quick wi-fi transfer to Audio Notetaker on your PC or Mac. 
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